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Executive Summary
As a result of actions in both the public and private sectors, North Brooklyn has endured a tremendous
amount of change in the past three decades. Contrary to the borough’s working class past, recent
trends have made it increasingly difficult for industrial businesses to survive, let alone expand, in
North Brooklyn. Rent costs, land use conversions, and workforce challenges all contribute to the uphill
battle that industrial businesses face. Yet the services they provide remain vital for the city’s day-today functioning. The employment they offer is likewise an important source of equitable economic
development for North Brooklyn’s communities with low-income, minority, and/or non-college-educated
residents.
The purposes of this report are twofold. Area-wide changes have occurred so rapidly in recent years
that small community-based organizations like Evergreen have a hard time staying abreast of current
statistics. The first goal is therefore to provide the organization with up-to-date information about
local demographics, jobs, businesses, wages, and more for their outward-facing projects like grant
applications or public testimonies. Second, the research is also intended to inform Evergreen’s operations
as an industrial business service provider (IBSP), with areas of opportunity that might help it—and fellow
IBSPs—better carry out its mission.
Several findings stood out.
•
•
•
•

In the last twenty years, North Brooklyn lost 15% of its industrial jobs while office-based,
institutional, and local service jobs grew dramatically. Whereas manufacturing jobs made up 1 in 5
local jobs in 2002, by 2019 they made up 1 in 20.1
From 1990 to 2020, North Brooklyn’s White population practically doubled and its Black and
Hispanic populations declined.2
As the area has grown, almost all of its new residents work outside of the communities they live in
and new local jobs have mostly been taken by people commuting in from outside.
In the face of steep challenges, industrial sectors are adapting to meet city demands and market
opportunities. Some sectors’ employment levels have stabilized—even increased—in North
Brooklyn and throughout Kings County.

As Evergreen marks 40 years since its founding this year, it reflects on the past, the present, and the
future of industrial North Brooklyn. Looking forward, the findings from this report point to three areas of
opportunity that can help Evergreen carry out its mission for years to come. They pertain to the evolution
of industrial businesses, their workforce, and their development through land use.
1. Survey businesses in select industrial sectors showing growth to gain an in-depth understanding of
their spatial, financial, and workforce needs.
2. Blend business support services with workforce development and affordable housing programs
3. Conduct a formal study into the efficacy of mixed-use zoning for industrial economic development

1 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
2 U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Surveys

Introduction
In the summer of 2021, Evergreen interns produced a report based on findings from the State of the NYC
Industrial Business Survey, an annual survey released by the Department of Small Business Services and
administered via the city’s non-profit Industrial Business Service Providers. Through over one-hundred
survey submissions from business owners throughout North Brooklyn, Evergreen gained insight into
those businesses’ employment information, property info, needs for business development, and impacts
from the COVID-19 pandemic.
The report that follows serves as a complement to—and contextual roadmap for—the work from last
summer and years prior. This research project, the result of the Morgan Stanley & ANHD Community
Development Graduate Fellowship program, was conducted from September 2021 through June 2022.
With Evergreen staff supervision the research fellow was broadly tasked with examining the social,
economic, and land use trends that have shaped North Brooklyn in recent decades.
This project had two goals. First, Evergreen has needed new statistics to update outward-facing
advocacy work for New York’s industrial sector and for self-sustaining efforts like grant applications
and the celebration of the organization’s 40th anniversary. Internally, the project is intended to inform
Evergreen’s own strategic operation—ideally revealing ways the organization can maximize its impact in
the months and years to come. On a higher level, a third goal has been to piece together a narrative—a
story of North Brooklyn’s surge into the 21st century.
Several early discussions among staff drummed up the following essential questions that would serve as
guides for research. Those questions included:
»
»
»
»

How did the 2005 neighborhood rezoning affect the communities of Williamsburg and Greenpoint?
How have such changes impacted industrial business?
How do industrial jobs today compare to those in other low-barrier-to-entry sectors, like retail or
accommodation and food services?
What is the industrial sector’s role as a component of neighborhood development in North
Brooklyn?
How have recent changes in land use policy and strategy affected North Brooklyn’s industrial
sector?
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Communities Unified in Work
Industrial business was once the thread of North Brooklyn’s economic and social fabric.
A lifetime ago, New York City was at its core an industrial town. From the terminals of Sunset Park
and the Fort Greene Navy Yard to the Domino sugar refinery in Williamsburg and the Keyspan tanks in
Greenpoint, Brooklyn’s bustling waterfront was no exception. Inland from the East River and Newtown
Creek, North Brooklyn served as an important center of industrial activity that provided—and continues
to provide—the city with vital services. By water, rail, and highway, freight and transportation workers
enabled wholesale trade enterprises to stock retail stores, grocers, restaurants and more with bulk goods.
Manufacturers used raw materials to craft the apparel, the furniture, the specialty food and beverages,
and the machinery that would support both communities’ recreational lives and the growth of local
commercial sectors. Utility companies brought power to the city that never sleeps, and construction
firms allowed New York’s built environment to meet the needs of a modern global metropolis. Indeed,
such an immense population center requires considerable infrastructure and upkeep to sustain, and
North Brooklyn has long been the home for major sanitation and recycling operations.
In addition to their contributions to the urban ecosystem, these industrial sectors functioned as a
primary source of employment for New York City’s powerful working class. In 1975, Brooklyn had roughly
200,000 people working in industrial sectors at some 11,500 establishments—an average of about 17
employees per business. Manufacturing businesses alone, by far the largest sector in Brooklyn at the
time in terms of jobs, employed 120,000 of those workers.3 And as a result of decades of advocacy and
labor organizing, these jobs enabled New Yorkers to provide for their families comfortable middle class
lives. Manufacturing workers earned on average 28% more per year than their retail contemporaries, and
industrial workers in general (factoring in construction, wholesale trade, transportation, etc.) made on
average 53% more than retail workers.4 Both sectors were, for the most part, made up of non-collegeeducated employees. Thanks in part to neighborhood improvement services provided by Evergreen,
originally known as the East Williamsburg Valley Industrial Development Corporation (EWVIDCO), as rents
became too expensive throughout the ‘80s for industrial business owners in Manhattan, a number of
them relocated to North Brooklyn seeking out the area’s strategic advantages. It was at this time, in 1982
specifically, that EWVIDCO was founded to protect and strengthen the local industrial economy.
But North Brooklyn’s industrial sector was more than just a set of statistics, too. Until recently (depending
on the block), this type of work was at the core of the area’s very identity. From families’ middleclass pride and shared class struggles to more subtle, human moments—off-hour meetups and quiet
conversations about a life well-lived—North Brooklyn’s subconscious was shaped in part by its dominant
forms of work.

3 NYS Department of Labor, ES-202 QCEW data
4 Ibid.
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A New North Brooklyn, Post-2000
As macro economic forces shifted, so too did North Brooklyn’s social and economic
makeup. Industrial businesses struggled, and the last twenty years have given rise to a
new North Brooklyn.
Despite its former strength, late 20th-century New York was not immune to the forces that dramatically
changed industrial cities nationwide. Throughout the late 1800s and the first half of the 1900s, inner
cities became increasingly crowded and open land a scarcity. In response, companies relocated to
suburbs with more (and cheaper) open land and warehouse space. Discouraged by labor protection
laws, industrial business owners gradually found northern states less appealing than southern states,
where the lack of such laws and ample supply of space promised lucrative returns. And further, federal
and international policies enacted after WWII paved the way for global market exchange as a means of
international peacekeeping and development. Suddenly, large corporate manufacturers could migrate
overseas in pursuit of lower operating expenses and less legal regulations, hollowing out the workingclass communities that had come to depend on their presence in the US.
By 1975, a year in which New York City teetered on the edge of bankruptcy, these changes to the city’s
industrial sector were well underway. Twenty-five years later, the number of industrial businesses in
Brooklyn remained relatively stable (from 11,500 to just over 11,000) but the borough had lost 36% of its
industrial jobs, with the average industrial business size decreasing from 17 employees per establishment
to 11.5 Brooklyn’s manufacturing jobs alone declined from roughly 120,000 in 1975 to 42,000 by the turn
of the century. The writing was on the wall for industrial New York. While the industrial economy remains
worthy of support and has shown signs of recent growth, the late 20th century marked the end of an era
for formerly industrial cities like New York; out of the decline, public and private actors would soon look
to new forms of economic and community development.

5 NYS Department of Labor, ES-202 QCEW data
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Figure 1: Change in Brooklyn’s Manufacturing Jobs (pre-2000)6

Non-Industrial Leads the Way
Tired of crime, drug use, empty warehouses, and a largely inaccessible and underutilized waterfront, in
the late 1990s North Brooklyn’s community members and city officials alike began devising plans for
the area’s future growth. After several years of coordination between the Department of City Planning
and Community Board 1, though not without public rebuke, in 2005 the Bloomberg-administration
opened the gates for a new North Brooklyn to ensue by rezoning nearly 200 blocks of Greenpoint and
Williamsburg. Gone was the majority of the single-use M3 zoning and in its place was “mixed-use”
residential, commercial, and light industrial.

6 New York State Department of Labor, Historical Employment and Wages data. Because this data is based on the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) system, its organization is not identical to the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS)-based data that has been used from 2000 forward.

Figure 2: Maps Detailing the 2005 North Brooklyn Rezoning with Manufacturing-Zoned Land in Purple7

7 NYC Department of City Planning. Although the official 2005 rezoning had modifications, this 2004 proposal demonstrates
the significant move away from manufacturing zoning for the area.
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In the last two decades, real estate developments and business ventures ushered in with the 2005
rezoning have correlated with the continuation of a socioeconomic shift away from North Brooklyn’s
working-class industrial past. From 2002 to 2019, the number of jobs in the area increased by a
whopping 86% (51,000 more) for a total of about 111,000.
Figure 3: Changes in Job Density, 2002-20198

.

8 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (Beginning of Quarter
Employment, 2nd Quarter of 2002-2019)

Much of the growth was concentrated in the area’s southwest and west, pockets of the area that have
seen substantial commercial development post-2005 rezoning, especially Williamsburg’s Bedford Avenue
commercial corridor and its surrounding blocks. After being left vacant by its namesake pharmaceutical
manufacturer in 2008, the former Pfizer building in the area’s south has since become an epicenter of
creative manufacturing. Not far is also Woodhull Hospital, which, reflecting a late nationwide trend of
the expansion of medical institutions, sprouted more new jobs. The heat maps also indicate considerable
job growth in the area’s southeast along the border between East Williamsburg and Bushwick. Such
close proximity to the North Brooklyn Industrial Business Zone (IBZ) might lead one to assume growth
in industrial jobs; commercial and residential developments that have encroached upon industrial uses
in that area, however, imply substantial increases in arts, entertainment, and recreation and other local
service jobs. And again, Bushwick’s Wyckoff Heights Medical Center has been a considerable source of
new healthcare-related employment.
Macro sector analyses—looking at the local economy through the categories of industrial, office, local
services, and institutional9—further detail the 21st-century departure from the industrial past. While
industrial jobs have remained numerous in and around the North Brooklyn IBZ to the region’s north
and east, the clusters in the southeast and the south are both dominated by institutional (in this case
healthcare-related) jobs. Office and small entrepreneur jobs are dominant in the area’s Orthodox Jewish
enclaves and along the Williamsburg Bridge in the southwest, and local service jobs (restaurants, bars,
hospitality, etc.) populate the heart of commercial Williamsburg and northward into Greenpoint.

9 See Appendix for the sector-based makeup of these four categories in North Brooklyn (2019).
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Figure 4: Job Density by Macro Industry, 201710

Indeed, in 2019 North Brooklyn had roughly 4,000 fewer industrial jobs than it did in 2002 (a drop of just
over 15%). In the same period, office jobs increased three times over (a gain of 14,200 jobs), institutional
jobs increased 122% (21,700 more), and local service jobs likewise grew 155% (14,400). 11 The disparity
between industrial and all three other macro sectors is striking.
Figure 5: North Brooklyn Jobs by Sector, 201912

10 NYC Department of City Planning, Metro Region Explorer. U.S. BLS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW)
NAICS-Based data files, Annual Average 2020; U.S. Census Bureau LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES)
2018
11 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
12 NYS Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

Figure 6: Change in Jobs in North Brooklyn by Macro Industry (2002-2019)

Back in 2002, manufacturing businesses provided nearly one out of five (18.7%) of North Brooklyn’s total
jobs.13 Seventeen years later, after the sector lost 5,900 jobs—more than half of its previous count—
manufacturing provided less than one out of twenty (4.7%) jobs in the local economy.
Figure 7: Manufacturing Jobs as a Percent of the North Brooklyn Workforce

2002
(19%)

2019
(5%)

13 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
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Whiter, Wealthier, and Removed
These shifts don’t happen in an economic vacuum; they’re social, too, with tangible impacts on
community development. Contrary to the area’s tight-knit history, almost all (94%) of the 51,000 jobs
gained between 2002 and 2019 were employed to New Yorkers commuting in from outside of North
Brooklyn.14 A workforce that both lives and is employed within the same neighborhood is often regarded
as a building block for effective local development, and it was a signature component of North Brooklyn’s
industrial past. But in the last two decades, an equally striking 95% of North Brooklyn’s 54,000 new
residents work outside the area. Conversely, the portion of residents who work within the area has
dropped considerably.15
As residents increasingly work in high-paying, specialized fields, the area has experienced a class
shift. Residents’ median income in the late 2010s was 48% higher than it was just a decade prior (from
$44,152 per year to $65,450). Williamsburg experienced the steepest increase in median income during
that time (80%), though Greenpoint topped the list of North Brooklyn’s neighborhoods in raw terms with
an average of $94,419.16 Despite the area’s extreme job growth, there were fewer low-income jobs in
2019 than there were in 2002,17 another aspect of the general trend toward greater affluence.
Equally worth noting is the fact that, from 1990 to 2020, North Brooklyn’s White population nearly
doubled, increasing 98% from 76,000 to 151,000.18 Simultaneously, North Brooklyn’s Black population
decreased by 11% (33,000 to 29,000) and its Hispanic population decreased by 24% (from 118,000 to
90,000)—a significant contrast from the borough-wide increase in Hispanic residents.
With so many more people moving into a finite space,19 North Brooklyn’s cost of housing has, not
surprisingly, skyrocketed. In the last twelve years the cost of rental housing in Bushwick doubled,
increasing 91% from $1,599 to $3,053. Greenpoint’s rent went up 58% to $3,630 and Williamsburg’s 53%
to $3,813.20
What all of these trends indicate is a future North Brooklyn that increasingly houses white, affluent
residents who work outside of the neighborhoods they live in.

An Arduous Landscape for Industrial Businesses and Workers
In this social, economic, and environmental landscape, industrial businesses face ever- mounting
challenges. The aforementioned trends have tightened the spigot on the flow of a local workforce to
local jobs. The threshold for entry is largely impenetrable for those who have historically found work
at industrial businesses—low-income residents with barriers to education, many of whom are of
color. According to Evergreen’s Summer 2021 Industrial Business Survey, about 48% of the business
respondents said that their workers commute from within Brooklyn. But that figure is shrinking. The
authors point out how in 2019, responses indicated that 57% of participating businesses’ employees live
in Brooklyn, and that the drop in local workers since was more than made up by increases in workers
from Queens, Manhattan, Staten Island, and the Bronx.
14 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
15 17% of the population in 2002 and 12% in 2019, however the portion was likely much higher in preceding decades
16 American Community Survey, accessed via NYC Planning Population FactFinder
17 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
18 Different cumulative population totals can be partially described by data sources using different geographical boundaries.
19 Though it bears mentioning that, from 2010 through June 2020, more than 27,000 dwelling units were added to the area—
one-fifth of its currently existing housing stock. NYC Department of City Planning Housing Database
20 StreetEasy Market Data

Because of the immense demand for residential and commercial real estate in the area, manufacturing
land has either been lost or made unreasonably expensive for business and property owners to afford.
Since 2002, nearly 16,000,000 square feet of manufacturing-zoned land has been converted out of the
industrial land use type.21 That’s a 25% loss, and it does not include the land where “M” zoning remains
but owners use the land for office, hotel, or illegal residential.

Economic trends have tightened the spigot on the
flow of a local workforce to local jobs.
In the real estate market, the average price per square foot (ppsf) for the commercial sale of industrial
buildings in Greenpoint and Williamsburg went from $196 in 2010 to $382 in 2021, peaking in 2019 at
$503.22 Most buyers in such a market will charge commensurate rents to cover the purchase price, and
commercial and residential tenants are able to pay far more than small industrial businesses.

21 PLUTO data, NYC Department of City Planning
22 Terra Commercial Realty Group real estate sales report
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Industrial Evolution
In the last ten years, industrial businesses have shown resilience, adaptability, and new
purpose amidst rapidly changing surroundings. Identifying and supporting these shifts will
be key for the future of industrial economic development.

Why Industrial Jobs Still Matter
Industrial businesses have a mountain to climb to survive in New York, particularly in North Brooklyn
where extreme gentrification pushes the other way, but they remain an important organ in the urban
ecosystem. In an area where one-fifth of the population is foreign-born and one-quarter still lives at or
below poverty,23 industrial jobs continue to pose a viable path toward financial stability for low-income
residents, minorities, and those without college degrees. In Brooklyn today, new industrial workers make
29% more per year, on average, than new hires in retail and 52% more than those in accommodation and
food services—two sectors that are comparable to industrial for their low barriers to entry.24 In addition,
whereas 44% of North Brooklyn’s accommodation and food service workers and 58% of its retail workers
are covered with health insurance through their employer or a union, 70% of its industrial workers have
such coverage.25
Lest we forget that manufacturers still make our goods; utility companies still power our homes and
offices; construction businesses still erect, maintain, and retrofit the roofs and walls that shelter us;
wholesale tradesmen still supply our stores, restaurants, and bars; and transportation and warehousing
companies still put our immense system of global and local commerce into motion. In 2020,
manufacturers citywide were tapped for a new role: that of emergency response. In a matter of weeks,
local fabricators were able to produce from scratch personal protective equipment that would support
medical personnel combatting the COVID-19 pandemic. It is not hyperbole to say that any city, let
alone one the size of New York, needs a strong industrial basis. And on the heels of economic collapse,
industrial jobs pose a lifeline for those impacted most by the pandemic’s financial toll and a key path
forward for comprehensive economic recovery.

Changing the Narrative of ‘Industrial Decline’
Charting out trends in North Brooklyn’s macro sectors shows how industrial employment declined
in the first leg of the 21st century while office, local service, and institutional jobs all took leaps and
bounds ahead. But the same analysis done at the borough and citywide levels yields different results.
In Kings County (Brooklyn), non-industrial fields continued to show growth, though at a much slower
rate than in North Brooklyn (with 75% more jobs, local services had the steepest gains in the borough).
Most importantly, however, the industrial macro sector grew by 33%!26 In 2019, some 10,900 industrial
establishments in Brooklyn employed 100,000 workers.27

23 American Community Survey, 2015-2019, for Neighborhood Tabulation Areas East Williamsburg , Williamsburg, South
Williamsburg, Greenpoint, and Bushwick (West), accessed through NYC Population FactFinder
24 U.S. Census Bureau, Quarterly Workforce Indicator, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Program
25 American Community Survey 2015-2019, IPUMS USA
26 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics
27 New York State Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
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Figure 8: Changes in Macro Sector Employment, Kings County and NYC (2002-2019)
Kings County

Industrial
Office
Institutional
Local Services

Change Rate of
Change
38,140 33.3%
42,820 71.1%
88,197 37.4%
64,379 74.9%

New York City
Change
Industrial
Office
Institutional
Local Services

18,202
308,462
458,182
271,051

Rate of
Change
3.5%
28.4%
66.9%
45.2%

Across the city, industrial jobs had marginal growth (3.5%), but they did not decline—and office,
institutional, and local service jobs all had more modest gains than were had in Kings County and in North
Brooklyn. So, what’s the difference?
The answer to this question requires zooming in on the industrial basket’s parts. As was shown, by 2019
North Brooklyn’s manufacturing sector was a fraction of the size it was half a century prior. But the same
was not true of the area’s other industrial sectors. Wholesale trade, construction, and transportation &
warehousing all maintained stable employment levels throughout the 2000s and 2010s.
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Figure 9: Change in North Brooklyn Industrial Jobs by Sector (2002-2019)28

Throughout Kings County, manufacturing jobs similarly declined by a dramatic 46% (15,826 jobs), yet
every other industrial sector saw an increase, most notably transportation & warehousing, which more
than doubled its count of jobs in 2002 for a total of nearly 75,000. Construction jobs, too, nearly doubled
in count throughout the borough, going from 2,135 jobs in 2002 to 4,248 in 2019.
And consistent with both North Brooklyn and Kings County, the city’s steepest industrial decline was in
the manufacturing sector (a 54.3% decrease from 137,000 jobs in 2002 to 63,000 in 2019). Wholesale
trade likewise had an 8% decline, but every other industrial sector grew. Both transportation &
warehousing and utilities increased in jobs by 46% (for totals of 181,000 and 17,000, respectively), and
construction jobs increased by 39% for a total of roughly 147,000.
These changes offer two key takeaways. First, the narrative of ‘industrial decline’ is an inaccurate
generalization. The manufacturing sector alone has been the driving force behind the macro sector’s
diminished strength at all three geographic levels—North Brooklyn, the borough, and the city at large.
Second, the shrinking industrial presence that’s unique to North Brooklyn is due largely in part to that
area’s lack of significant growth in other industrial sectors, namely transportation, warehousing, and
construction.

28 Ibid.
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Figure 10: North Brooklyn IBZ
The North Brooklyn Industrial Business
Zone
provides yet another layer of
											
meaning to this narrative. In the North
Brooklyn IBZ, where industrial business
growth has been encouraged by a
modest tax incentive and a promise not
to convert M-zoned land to residential
use, industrial jobs remain strong. From
2002 to 2019, the area had a net gain
of 986 industrial jobs, an increase of
8.8%. Although office and local service
jobs both saw sizable increases in the
same period, the industrial macro
sector remained the largest source of
employment in the area, showing that
industrial preservation and support can
be done successfully.

Figure 11: Change in North Brooklyn IBZ Primary Jobs by Macro Sector29

29 Ibid.

A Manufacturing Resurgence
Not to be missed, however, is the fact that manufacturing jobs have stabilized—even increased—in
North Brooklyn and throughout the borough since 2010. And if considered in the broader context
of manufacturing’s continuous decline since the mid-1900s, then this recent stabilization is quite
significant: it’s the first time that manufacturing jobs stopped decreasing in New York in more than half a
century.

The manufacturing sector has been the driving force behind
industrial decline throughout New York City. But there are signs
of a resurgence for the first time in half a century.
Upon closer examination, there are several manufacturing subsectors in Kings County that saw either
stable or growing job counts throughout the 2010s. Foremost among them are food, beverage & tobacco,
fabricated metals, machinery, electrical equipment, and furniture. It is likely that the growing “maker”
movement—consisting of small-scale, place-based business enterprises that sell craft food, beverage,
wood, and other products—is having an impact on overall job numbers. It is also possible that the 2008
financial collapse triggered a wave of manufacturing entrepreneurship, businesses that could have
successfully expanded at the critical 3-5 year period.
Figure 12: Manufacturing Employment in Brooklyn with post-2010 Stabilization or Growth30

30 New York State Department of Labor, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
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The demand for electrical equipment, appliances, and furniture could also be linked to increased housing
production and wealthier customer bases within the New York City market. They could also be linked to
the growth of other commercial sectors in New York, like the booming film and media industry, as well as
its tech and life science sectors—all of which require different services and products from manufacturing
businesses.
Figure 13: Change in Manufacturing Job Density (2002-2019)31

Heat maps indicate both where manufacturing jobs have been lost and where they’ve clustered in the
last twenty years. Not surprisingly, overall job density has decreased throughout North Brooklyn. Most
notably, however, by 2019 they became highly concentrated in East Williamsburg’s southeast corner,
just south of the Newtown Creek inlet and north of Flushing Avenue. Part of the North Brooklyn IBZ’s
ombudsman area, this small area is excluded from the governmental protections afforded to industrial
businesses and land use in the IBZ. Despite its manufacturing strength, this area has seen increasing
commercial and residential development in recent years.

31 U.S. Census Bureau, OnTheMap Application and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics

Areas of Opportunity

As Evergreen marks 40 years since its founding this year, it reflects on the past, the present, and the
future of industrial North Brooklyn. Looking forward, the findings from this report point to three areas of
opportunity that can help Evergreen carry out its mission for years to come. They pertain to the ongoing
evolution of industrial businesses, their workforce, and their development through land use.
1. Evaluate the spatial, financial, and workforce needs of businesses in growing industrial sectors
to gain an in-depth understanding of ways to best deliver services
Evergreen already conducts an annual State of Industrial Business survey in partnership with the
Department of Small Business Services; Evergreen can leverage this survey by targeting specific
industries or geographies in its outreach, or by complementing the survey with interviews with business
owners and managers.
Last-mile distribution centers are being established throughout Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx at
an astonishing rate, and though North Brooklyn has yet to see the same proliferation of transportation
and warehousing jobs, it would be prudent to prepare for the same. It’s hardly likely that the use of
e-commerce will wane any time soon, but more in-depth research into the kinds of jobs these sectors
provide—including the qualifications they require, the wages they pay, and the protections they offer—
can benefit Evergreen as it determines how best to engage this growing industrial trend.
The same is true for the “fabricators” (be it with wood, metal, or garment) that appear to be growing
more numerous since 2010. If deemed favorable forms of economic development, do such businesses
have the capacity to scale up in size in North Brooklyn? What are their spatial needs, and how can
advocacy at the citywide level enable their success?
As the term “industrial” begins to reflect more and more of the technological age that we live in,
Evergreen must also investigate whether or not light industrial, tech-based firms keep alive or contradict
the equitable legacy that defines the organization’s mission: to support the growth of working-class jobs
in North Brooklyn.
Similarly, in the years to come reduced carbon emissions goals set at the New York State and City levels
are going to initiate a massive spike in demand for building retrofits and renewable energy technologies.
The city will need specialty trade contractors, part of the construction sector, to rise to the challenge,
but that’s not all. Other industrial workforces will have to step up if the city and state are to reach their
climate goals; IBSPs like Evergreen can serve their business communities by addressing the incoming
energy requirements and technology shifts not as obligations but as immense opportunity for equitable
economic development.
2. Build partnerships that blend business support services with workforce development and
affordable housing programs.
New York is in the throes of a housing affordability crisis, and few communities are feeling that as
acutely as those in North Brooklyn. Evergreen Exchange doesn’t deal in housing, but the problem
appears to be having a direct impact on the area’s industrial workforce. As North Brooklyn becomes
increasingly expensive to live in, residents who commonly have the most to gain by entering an industrial
sector—those who are low-income, with barriers to higher educatione, and possibly foreign-born—face24

insurmountable challenges by remaining in place
Organizations like Evergreen can play an active role in merging the work that they do in economic
development (primarily focused on businesses) with local efforts in workforce development and
affordable housing. First, Evergreen can survey and/or interview business owners in sectors showing
signs of growth, as identified in the previous recommendation, to understand what kinds of jobs
they provide and, most importantly, need. Then, by collaborating with a partner organization like St.
Nicks Alliance, Evergreen can use that understanding to inform the continued growth of workforce
development programs specifically aimed toward the residents of low-income housing.
And as this opportunity pertains to city and state climate goals, Evergreen, IBSPs citywide, and partner
workforce development organizations can form a relationship with the New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority (NYSERDA) to better equip industrial workforces with the skills they need to
enter a growing green economy.
3. Conduct a formal study into the efficacy of mixed-use zoning for industrial development.
It’s unlikely that North Brooklyn will gain manufacturing-zoned land anytime soon. But private developers
are coming up with a number of new land use mechanisms that combine commercial development
with the revitalization of manufacturing space. The 8-story mixed-use building at 25 Kent Ave in
Williamsburg serves as the area’s most prominent example of this maneuver, but it’s being replicated
throughout the borough. Other examples include mixed-use templates in the Gowanus neighborhood
rezoning, prospective new development at 1160 Flushing Ave in Bushwick, and Acme Smoked Fish Corp.’s
approved application for greater commercial density within the Greenpoint-Williamsburg IBZ. Greenpoint
Manufacturing and Design Center has taken the mixed-use precedent a step further, combining
residential with light manufacturing in a project that recently broke ground in Brownsville, Brooklyn.
Though the plans are in a nascent phase, planners and residents alike are staring down the possibility of
mixed commercial, residential, and light manufacturing developments in a future rezoned Crown Heights.
The mixed-use phenomenon has landed and is being replicated far and wide, yet little is known about
its community impacts. The Department of City Planning published a report in 2018 on the financial,
physical, and operational feasibility of such mixed-use projects in three neighborhoods throughout
Brooklyn. Now that several mixed-use developments are either constructed or coming down the pike,
DCP’s study can be followed up in one or two years with an investigation into actual existing conditions.
Evergreen can combine resources with mutually interested organizations to study more specifically
how much demand there is for light manufacturing space in their respective neighborhoods, what kinds
of businesses such spaces tend to attract, what kinds of jobs and services those businesses provide,
and—as a product of new construction with modern office or residential space—what rents are generally
charged.
Ultimately, as the organization builds its own real estate portfolio and continues to weigh in on land use
policy and applications throughout North Brooklyn, such research would help guide Evergreen’s future
path in this important aspect of economic development.
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Appendix
Methods and Sources
Examining this project’s essential questions required a wide range of resources. The Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages (QCEW) from the New York State Department of Labor, the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) data and related products Quarterly Workforce
Indicator (QWI) and LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) all offered a window into
workforce dynamics and business sector growth or decline. American Community Survey and U.S.
Decennial Census samples shed light on social demographic and economic changes. Real estate industry
reports and New York City Department of City Planning’s Primary Land Use Tax Lot Output (PLUTO)
data and Housing Database all provided information about North Brooklyn’s land and built environment.
Platforms like the U.S. Census Bureau’s OnTheMap and LED Extraction Tool, as well as IPUMS USA and
the Department of City Planning’s Metro Region Explorer, Population FactFinder, and Community District
Profiles all provided ways to access the data that was then analyzed and visualized via Microsoft Excel,
Google Sheets, and QGIS.

North Brooklyn by ZIP code boundary
Not all datasets enabled research at the same geographic level. So although “North Brooklyn”
generally refers to the neighborhoods of Greenpoint, Williamsburg, and Bushwick (including all subneighborhoods), different metrics use different geographical definitions. Each boundary envelopes a
25

consistent core, however the exact definitions that were used are as follows:
•

ZIP codes 11206, 11211, 11222, and 11237 (11249, created in 2011, is included as part of the data
for 11211)

•

Neighborhood Tabulation Areas (NTAs) Greenpoint, Williamsburg, East Williamsburg, South
Williamsburg, Bushwick (West), Bushwick (East)

•

Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) 4001 and 4002

•

Community District 1

•

North Brooklyn Industrial Business Zone - custom boundary

Kings County (Brooklyn) and New York City geographical boundaries are consistent and self-explanatory.
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North Brooklyn Jobs by Macro Sector, 201932

32 New York State QCEW
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